
 
 

REPORT OF THE PREPARATORY MEETING 
 

This document is a summary of agreements achieved and proposals passed during the EUROHUMOUR 
2011 preparatory meeting from 18th to 21st November 2010. 

 
 

First meeting (19th November 2010, American School of Valencia) 

1. Continue the process of integration of new schools & retake contacts with old members. 
2. Each school should try and contact other centres which could be interested in our project or pass the 

reference (email address and/or telephone number) to the board members (presidency or general 
secretary) in order to cover new areas or strengthen our presence in the ones without capacity of 
organizing an event. 

3. Rüdiger Stenzel reminded the delegates how to edit each school’s section in the web site and the 
committee agreed to UPDATE IT AND UPLOAD NEW INFORMATION BEFORE CHRISTMAS. 

4. Also before Christmas, a short comment, self  reflexion, opinion... about the preparatory meeting MUST 
BE UPLOADED ONTO THE WEB SITE (just log in, accede  the forum area “Eurohumour 2011” and 
post your comment) 

5. Confirmed Aarhus as the organizer of the next event in 2012 and Quackenbrück seems to accept  the 
challenge in 2013. 

 
 

Second meeting: Presentation of Eurohumour (19th November 2010, A.S.V.) 

1. The power point of Eurohumour was shown and the tasks to be carried out by each school were 
explained. 

2. We had fun with blackouts (we just tricked you with this electric power going away and coming back 
because everything had been planned before.  Ha, ha, ha)  

3. The power point is on the web page accessible by everyone. 
4. It was pointed out the necessity of matching guests and their host families as soon as possible, in order 

to develop an email exchange, video conferences and other activities. 
5. The organizers will provide every school a registration form to gather information about participating 

students and teachers. 
6. You will receive an online form in the week 13th to 17th December.  This form MUST BE FILLED IN AND 

SUBMITTED NOT LATER THAN FRIDAY 28th JANUARY.  Anyway the sooner the better:  Please 
think about the pupils and their (and our) families. 

 
 
Third meeting: European Programmes & Consortium (20th November 2010, escolagavina) 
 
1. Possible actions to improve fund gathering were introduced and discussed. 
2. The power point will be available on the web site. 
3. Decisions to be taken at each centre: 

a. Accepting Tamar’s proposal:  joining a consortium with Universities to develop a research project 
and apply for a European multilateral partnership in LLP.  This issue should be clarified before 
Christmas, since the application from Valencian University will be submitted (with or without 
Committee Europe) in February.  The University of Valencia will be responsible for all administrative 
tasks. 

b. Founding a legal European association in order to strengthen our position when dealing with official 
institutions, the consortium, companies...  This issue should be clarified before the event in May.  
Remember that, if generally agreed, the constitution of the association would be during the 
encounter. 


